Bitcoin is a major virtual currency. Using weekly data over the [2010][2011][2012][2013] period, we analyze a Bitcoin investment from the standpoint of a U.S. investor with a diversified portfolio including both traditional assets (worldwide stocks, bonds, hard currencies) and alternative investments (commodities, hedge funds, real estate). Bitcoin investment has highly distinctive features, including exceptionally high average return and volatility. Its correlation with other assets is remarkably low. Spanning tests confirm that Bitcoin investment offers significant diversification benefits. We show that the inclusion of even a small proportion of Bitcoins, say 3%, may dramatically improve the risk-return trade-off of welldiversified portfolios. 
Introduction
The recent crisis has prompted investors to explore innovative investment opportunities.
1 Bitcoin, a virtual currency, has recently attracted substantial media attention and has now become a standard means of payment over the internet (ECB, 2012) . More and more providers of goods and services-legal and illegal-trade in Bitcoins. Importantly, the projected launching of a Bitcoin Exchange-traded Fund, Winklevoss Bitcoin Trust, shows that Bitcoin is now a credible investment vehicle (Baluchnas, 2013; Arash and Alloway, 2013; Arthur, 2013) . Even though currencies are commonly used to diversify financial portfolios, the literature has so far overlooked the investment characteristics of Bitcoin. 2 Our paper fills the gap.
Bitcoin was invented in 2009 by a pseudonymous Japanese programmer known as Satoshi
Nakamoto (Grinberg, 2011) . The creation of Bitcoin follows precise rules derived from the gold market. So-called "miners" competitively use computer resources to solve mathematical problems. Success is rewarded by newly issued Bitcoin. The subsequent money creation evolves according to a deterministic scheme established by the inventor. Since supply is perfectly predictable, 3 Bitcoin is free from any central-bank-like intervention (ECB, 2012) . The value of Bitcoin solely depends on supply and demand. Currently, Bitcoins are actively traded against 32 hard currencies on well-organized virtual exchange markets. These markets remain accessible during week-ends, which is valuable to investors, especially in hectic times (Michie, 1999) . As of July 2013, the Bitcoin market capitalization was approximately USD 1billion, representing 1.14 million Bitcoins in circulation.
The ECB (2012, p. 13) defines Bitcoin as "a type of unregulated, digital money, which is issued and controlled by its developers, and used and accepted among the members of a specific virtual community". Obviously, Bitcoin is not legal tender. 4 Bitcoins are typically stored in 1 Yet, alternative investment goods, such as artworks, deliver mixed financial results (David et al., 2013; Renneboog and Spaenjers, 2013 
Data and Results
Since 2009, forty Bitcoin (BTC) exchanges have been created, twenty of which are still active today (Moore and Christin, 2013 ). BTC's liquidity has improved dramatically since the currency was created. Currently, more than 44,000 transactions are handled daily on BTC exchanges. 6 We use weekly BTC closing exchange rates against the USD retrieved from the Bitcoincharts website for the period from 23 July 2010 to 12 July 2013. BTC has already experienced two major speculative crises in its short history. The first started in June 2011 and ended in a crash after the first major BTC theft in July 2011. 7 The second coincided with the Cyprus crisis (Rushe, 2013) .
A period of price inflation started in March 2013 just after the U.S. published legislative guidance
on virtual currencies, and ended in April 2013 when BTC lost nearly half of its value in a couple of hours. Our sample period covers both crises.
(http://fincen.gov/statutes_regs/guidance/html/FIN-2013-G001.html). Furthermore, Germany recognized Bitcoin for legal and tax purposes in August 2013 (Gotthold and Eckert, 2013 (Brière et al., 2010) . 9 This evidence, though still frail, suggests that BTC could act as a partial hedge against crises. Overall, it looks like something new in the investment universe.
10 Table 2 shows that BTC benefits from low correlations with the other assets. Only two assets exhibit a significant correlation with BTC, gold (17%) and inflation-linked bonds (16%). This is hardly surprising as the fully predictable BTC supply is often presented as an inflation hedge (ECB, 2012; Harper, 2013) , which is attractive to investors (Bodie, 1976 The asymmetry to the left of a return distribution means that prices tend to fall sharply during crashes. Besides volatility derivatives, there are few assets exhibiting such characteristics. 10 In addition, Bitcoin investment achieves a Sharpe ratio of 2.12, which is particularly attractive compared to asset classes. To gauge the interest of BTC from an investment perspective, we conduct spanning tests, which check whether adding given assets to a predetermined universe improves investment opportunities. Table 3 provides the results of the mean-variance spanning tests proposed by Huberman and Kandel (1987) and Ferson et al. (1993) . The latter study assumes away homoscedasticity and normality. We add BTC to portfolios made of 1) traditional assets (currencies, stocks and bonds), 2) alternative assets (commodities, real estate, and hedge funds), and 3) all assets together. We find that BTC significantly span all asset categories. The results imply that BTC-inclusive portfolios deliver superior mean-variance trade-offs than do similar BTC-free portfolios. -4 #DIV/0! 21*** -53*** -45*** -64*** -25*** -61*** -71*** -38*** -37*** 13* -33*** JPY -9 21*** #DIV/0! 3 6 -75*** -6 -44*** -38*** -38*** -8 16** 13 Stocks Dvp 6 -53*** 3 #DIV/0! 81*** 16** 35*** 23*** 38*** 24*** 54*** 64*** 76*** Stocks Emg 5 -45*** 6 81*** #DIV/0! 20** 54*** 31*** 50*** 35*** 50*** 67*** 72*** Gvt Bonds Dvp 10 -64*** -75*** 16** 20** #DIV/0! 38*** 83*** 81*** 52*** 18** -13* 6 Gvt Bonds Emg 8 -25*** -6 35*** 54*** 38*** #DIV/0! 47*** 60*** 36*** 25*** 47*** 31*** IL Bonds Wld 16** -61*** -44*** 23*** 31*** 83*** 47*** #DIV/0! 80*** 55*** 28*** -1 21*** Corpo Bonds Wld 12 -71*** -38*** 38*** 50*** 81*** 60*** 80*** #DIV/0! 51*** 26*** 12 36*** Gold 17** -38*** -38*** 24*** 35*** 52*** 36*** 55*** 51*** #DIV/0! 34*** 2 20** Oil 2 -37*** -8 54*** 50*** 18** 25*** 28*** 26*** 34*** #DIV/0! 31*** 53*** Real Estate 5 13* 16** 64*** 67*** -13* 47*** -1 12 2 31*** #DIV/0! 61*** Hedge Funds 10 -33*** 13 76*** 72*** 6 31*** 21*** 36*** 20** 53*** 61*** #DIV/0! 
HK Spanning test FFK Spanning test
Traditional assets 4.59** 3.06* Alternative assets 7.25*** 6.24*** All assets 5.01*** 3.32** ***/**/* indicate that the coefficient estimates are significantly different from zero at the 1%/5%/10% level.
Next, we investigate the importance of the risk-return benefits gained by including BTC in a well-diversified portfolio. We exclude short positions in order to stick to realistic investment possibilities. First, we build and compare the equally-weighted portfolios without and with BTC, respectively. Although the relevance of equally weighted portfolios is debatable in the context of such diverse asset classes, the exercice is simple and intuitive. It appears that BTC improve the performances dramatically: the Sharpe ratio increases from 0.86 (annualized return of 5.95%) to 2.2 (annualized return of 34.03%). At the same time, the annual volatility more than doubles (from 6.73% to 15.38%). In addition, including BTC creates positive asymmetry in returns. One might however object that the BTC-inclusive portfolio has 7.7% of BTC, which may seem too high for the vast majority of reasonably risk-averse investors.
Second, we make a more refined analysis involving portfolio optimization. Fig. 1 draws the mean-variance efficient frontiers without and with BTC. It shows that the BTC-inclusive frontier is much steeper than its BTC-free counterpart. As expected, the minimal-variance portfolio excludes BTC. Despite its high diversification potential, BTC remains too volatile to be included in the lowest-risk portfolio. However, a slight increase in the investor's risk-tolerance is associated with a sharp increase in the average returns obtained for a given level of risk. Table 4 gives the average returns associated with same-risk efficient portfolios. At the 6% volatility level the average annual return jumps from 8% to 16% when a scant 3% of BTC is included. At the 12% volatility level, the jump in average return is 18% and corresponds to the inclusion of 6% of BTC. Thus, even for moderately risk-averse investors, BTC may lead to substantial financial gains. 
Conclusion
As internet-based transaction systems, virtual currencies fulfill a useful economic function. From the investor's standpoint, the distinctive features of the Bitcoin make it a unique asset. Bitcoins are currently traded on several exchanges, and the launch of exchange-traded funds is currently being planned. 11 This paper shows that Bitcoin investment exhibits very high volatility but also very high returns. In addition, for holders of well diversified portfolios, high risk is compensated by low correlations with other assets. Including even a small proportion of Bitcoins in a well diversified portfolio may dramatically improve risk-return characteristics. Overall, our key message is that virtual currencies deserve to be taken seriously by financial analysts. 11 The current development of virtual currencies is impressive. More than 50 new ones have been created recently following Bitcoin and its newborn brother, Litecoin (https://www.cryptsy.com/)
